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About This Game

Experience the 2003 season of the FIA GT Championship first-hand on your PC as you test your skills against over 50
opponents on all the legendary race tracks the FIA GT visited that year.

Developed by racing professionals, GTR is a true milestone when it comes to racing games."

Key Features:

Realistic AI racing behavior

Live track : the characteristics of the track change over the course of the race week-end

3 gameplay modes for beginners, advanced and simulation professionals

Over 50 different racing cars from all original teams, like the Porsche 911, Viper GTS-R or the BMW Z3 M

Opponents have extreme realistic driving behavior

Dynamic weather changes during the race

MOTEC analysis software: GTR uses the same software as the real racing teams
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Based on the real telemetric and vehicle data of the FIA GT teams

Live track technology: the track characteristics change during the race
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Publisher:
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Its a card game first, and a fighting game second. Each fight is structured by the cards played. And by 'cards', I mean a 52 card
deck.

Your attacks come in the form of stacks of five such cards. Following Yahtzee Croshaw and Poker rules, getting say, a 5-of-a-
kind will increase the damage that can be dealt.

The end all goal, of course, is to slay whoever you're fighting.
Artwise its beautiful, but the lore of the game is handed to you via text, and wayyyyy too much of it.

8/10. Poor controls, and gameplay wounded any chance the game would carry me through on story. Spent no longer than 10
minutes on it. Wouldn't recommend it to anyone.. Okay, as a start, I don't hate this game, on the contrary. I'm doing a search for
the worst rated games on steam, and I came acrossed this game, because of the user rating. I don't see why this game was as bad
as stated. In fact, I liked it! Please keep working on this premise, and fix some of these faults. Heres a quick run through of
some problems I saw, you can correct me if I just missed something:

-A drawer that I found at the start said that it was locked, I found a key. So I made a rightful assumption saying the key was for
the drawer. Well, I spent a total of 5 minutes trying to find out how to use the key. 'I' was for inventory, I knew, but when I was
trying to use the key for the locked drawer, I didn't know that the key for the door was for the door, not the drawer.

-(dumb nitpick) the walls sometimes clip through other walls, the walls are paper thin, and the flashlight doesn't shine on some
things, and the text on the notes don't fit. But none the less this is a simple thing that I don't really care about. I'm just
mentioning so it's known.

-Some people are pointing out grammatical errors, but I still know what's supposed to be said so I don't mind it. (I'm a fluent
English speaker and my grammar can be just as bad so I don't see what the big deal is)

-Sometimes random sound effects would play.

-Apparently there was some intro? I'm not too sure but I thought someone said there was an intro explaining why you were in
the hospital.

That's really all I saw that I didn't like, moving on to what I liked:

-All the mechanics included (though kinda pointless objectively) to duck left or duck right.

-I like the options to alternate between the flashlight and the nightvision, giving more options to survive.

-One thing that I wish was still in the game: the bugged AI. While watching the trailer, I laughed so hard when I saw the
jumpscare at the end! It's something that I wish could be added back into the game just to take us out of the game for a minute.
Without the funny jumps, the game just takes itself too seriously.

-I got the game for only 89 cents, that's pretty neat.

-It's a standard horror game, but it does create a creepy atmosphere, and has a nice premise.
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-This game isn't like other washed down games that wouldn't even give the player a flashlight\/night vision, this relies on actual
horror not just a lack-of-sight type game.

In conclusion, if the description I gave of this game convinces you of this game, then get the game while it's on sale. I hope the
developer might see this post and improve the features mentioned in my complaints.. More like boring game-bow
Honestly though, got old fast imo. Spoilers in the DLC description.. I remember the first time i bought this game, dad had to
buy it for me since i was underage, i was so intrigued and fascinated at how there could be so much blood and violence and
cussing in one game. It also introduced me to Cypress Hill. This game is a GEM and belongs in every hardcore FPS players
collection. 10 outta 10!!!. Honestly... This is horrible, don't bother wasting your money. I wish I could get my money back...
This isn't even a good sort of simulator.... not to bad,
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Some logic, a few timing and luck. Mostly trial and error. And its fun.. I have more fun with this game in 72 minutes than I have
with a game that's eight ♥♥♥♥ing hours.

Ueber game > GTA V. A beautiful soundtrack recommended to everyone that enjoyed Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee and want to
listen to the musics at anytime. Purchased it to support the developers and their development of Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus'
remake, in which I am looking forward!. Don't lt my short palytime fool you, I played literally hundreds of hours of this back on
Widows 3.1 I followed the saga of Chuck fighting to get the rights back for years and was active in the community for maknig
levels for this game. I am so thrilled that Chuck was able to get not only the rights to release the sequel bu also to re release the
original on steam as well. I honestly just heard about these today via the Lazy Game Review video on Youtube and was blown
away I thought all was lost and there was no hope so I immediately bought all of the games including the 3d one. Anything to
support Chuck the man deserves it after all those years.

As to this game, it's as amazing as it ever was, I love the level designs and many really wrack your brain. THIS is how you make
a puzzle game. The controls are tight (actually better than they were o Windows 3.1) and palyibng this briis back so many
memories. But it's not rose colored glasses talking, this game really is that good.. A lot of the reviews are using the word
'creepy'. Yep.. Short, but beautifull! would love to see more and longer experiences like these!.. Anyone got the bug where the
wheel breaks the door in 4 pieces and one of them blocks the level exit without any means to move it..? Shame.. nice graphics,
cool ambiance but.. WTF bug... Can't quite wrap my mind around how they drive on the left side of the road, then 2 roads ahead
its the right side, then its the left side again then its the right then left then right then left then right. Thank god I don't live in
NYC.
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